Although it is put forward in the front flap summary that social psychology and the French sociological tradition are mobilized in this volume, a historical approach also takes center stage. This volume can account for one of the rare contributions to the fields of emotions and international law 3 and international relations, 4 or psychology and international law and international relations.
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The author's thesis is that "in the diversity of its appearances humiliation has become a standard parameter of international relations."
6 He seeks to show how humiliation is generated in an international system, and how it is reacted to.
7 What then, is international humiliation? For Badie, it is constituted of "any authoritarian assignment of a status that is inferior to the desired status, in a manner that does not conform to defined norms."
8 It is not to be confused with shame or trauma, shame being "only a feeling" and trauma being the impact violence can have. 
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The downward shift in status in Badie's description of international humiliation is "in complete contradiction to the norms and values upon which international life is based."
10 As such, Badie confronts the main pillar on which international law and international relations are built: sovereignty. Indeed, the social construction of sovereignty requires the belief and practice that all states are equal. However, and this is by no means surprising for international relations scholars, unequal power relations between states confront this aspiration heads on, on a daily basis.
Badie's demonstration is divided into three parts: "Humiliation in the History of International Relations: The Discovery of a New Form of Social Pathology"; "An International System Fed by Humiliation"; and "The Dangerous Repercussions that Follow Humiliation: Towards an Anti-System?" He concludes with thoughts on the future of humiliation in international relations. Badie proposes that this is an effect of this system of international relations, characterized by the socialization of international life and globalization.
11 In response to globalization, he argues that we must rethink the status of states, 12 as until then, "humiliation remains the primary mark of the defeat of all conservatisms [and] testifies to the difficulty in conceiving of otherness in the postWestphalian world."
13
In Part one, Badie uses a historical demonstration to show that humiliation is linked to modern international relations, "new forms of humiliation [giving] rise to new forms of diplomacy."
14 Interestingly, he argues that the "international arena is becoming more social than political,"
15 the place of social movements and populations' participation growing in international relations, the latter which is not restricted to international diplomacy anymore. The social aspect of sovereignty is also underlined; it indeed only exists if it is recognized by the other actors in one's world. 16 Aside from mainly historical arguments, this Part also weaves in introductions to international relations theory, such as a brief presentation of the ideas of the realists Hobbes, Schmitt and Clausewitz. The sum of Badie's historical demonstration is that three factors produced "diplomacies of humiliation": just war, encounter with the social, and rise of the other (or, as I would write it, the "Other").
17 From this, he constructs a typology of humiliation.
18 He identifies four categories of types of humiliation: humiliation by lowering of status; humiliation through denial of equality; humiliation by relegation; and humiliation by stigmatization. These can lead to specific types of reactive models of diplomacy: revanchist diplomacy; sovereigntism diplomacy; contestation diplomacy; and deviance diplomacy. In Part two, Badie demonstrates the inevitability of humiliation in international relations through his exploration of the forms of inequality embodied by, constructed by, reproduced by, our current international system. These are: constitutive inequality;
19 structural inequality; 20 and functional inequality. 21 As concerns constitutive inequality, Badie links today's unequal effects of globalization to the world's colonial past. It is interesting to see the ravages of colonialism present in today's international system being included in a work that does not purport itself to be in the field of "critical theory." The author points out that while the colonial project "established a mode of domination over people founded on a perceived inequality," 22 the modern international system is supposedly "based on the sovereign equality of States."
23 However, a continuity of the colonial logic of humiliation can be observed nowadays in what many term "recolonization."
24 In terms of structural inequality, here too the aftermath of colonialism can be felt. Badie identifies two "major ruptures" leading to the structural inequality of the modern international system. Firstly, he points to the creation of the United Nations and its five permanent members with veto powers, in the form of "multilateralism based on a strange compromise."
25 The second rupture is the Cold War, "which gave power more authority than it should ever have."
26 Lastly, functional inequality refers to the exclusion from international governance in practice. The author argues that its most visible symptoms are what he calls "minilateralism"; oligarchic pressure; and diplomatic paternalism. "Minilateralism" is the result of the "desired shrinkage" of multilateralism;
27 oligarchic pressure was what happened instead of a greater inclusion as promised by the idea of globalization; 28 and diplomatic paternalism characterizes the current "formal instruments of diplomacy, in the name of a presumed superiority."
29
In Part three, Badie asks if we are headed for an "anti-system."
30 Its deployment can be observed at three levels: that of societies themselves; 31 that of diplomacies; 32 and that of conflict, 33 not to be confused with wars between States in the form they took in the past. "The Mediating Role of Societies" 34 accounts for the emergence of non-state actors on the international scene, aside from the obvious role that multinational companies have gained in the process. As concerns "anti-system diplomacies," the author groups them in two categories: oppositional diplomacies and
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Ibid at ch 8. diplomacies of deviance. This trend can only be put to an end, or be minimally toned down, he argues, by "a policy of international social integration."
35 Finally, Badie conceptualizes modern violence as "social," rather than exceptional and of an "ordered nature."
36 The modern world would see the emergence of an "extreme decentralization of the violence that plagues it," moving further away from Clausewitz's direct war.
37 It would also be witness to "a massive invasion of emotion [that] profoundly changes the situation."
38 As a result of this, the author warns against rising forms of racism, Islamophobia, and the fear of the "other" 39 (here again, I would prefer "Other," as rather than a noun characterizing a true phenomenon, we are referring to a social construction we've theoretically named the "Other"). This volume is an important tool for interpreting the current world of international relations, which has many observers shaking their heads in disbelief or despair, as must be a common thread amongst observers of all decades. It is also an ode to the richness of interdisciplinary interpretations of the international world; the incorporation of social psychology and sociology are refreshing, as most international relations theorists are already convinced, it would seem, by the contribution of history as a discipline to international relations studies. Finally, "humiliation" as a named phenomenon of international relations, as so thoroughly presented and analyzed in this volume in masterful retrospective and prospective manners, stands the chance of becoming a word associated with the discipline in the same way as "power" did. Hopefully, one day, humanity will learn from this simple observation, and consequently this lesson: "Humiliation never stops being reborn under the influence of the errors it inspires." Ibid.
Considering that this book was published in the
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